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Abstract

Spinal cord injury (SCI) is a severe traumatic neurological condition often caused by car

accidents, violent impacts, or unintentional falls and can have devastating consequences

for the patient. SCI include primary and secondary injuries. Followed by primary injury,

and secondary injuries including inflammatory responses and oxidative stress, which

exacerbate the disease process of SCI. Therefore, the treatment of SCI, especially the

suppression of secondary injuries, is a major focus of attention in the field of neuroscience.

In previous studies, we have demonstrated that zinc therapy can exert neuroprotective

effects in mice after acute SCI, including reducing the inflammatory response in the

central nervous system, decreasing the neuronal apoptosis and downregulating oxidative

stress at the region of injury. However, little is known about how zinc therapy

systematically alleviates SCI. Here, we have systematically analysed and mapped the

single-cell atlas of the spinal cord in mice with SCI treated by zinc therapy, which provides

a systematic analysis of the transcriptome of individual cells in the spinal cord. Among the

results, we found that zinc therapy-induced alterations in the IL-17 inflammatory pathway

and produced immune heterogeneity in microglia which are the inherent immune cells in

the central nervous system. By cell subpopulations clustering analysis, we defined seven

microglia subpopulations in zinc-therapy spinal cord tissue and identified the presence of

novel VEGFA+ microglia. This finding presents that the microglia subpopulations affected

by zinc therapy may have the potential to promote angiogenesis, which is a potential

mechanism for the treatment of SCI. In conclusion, this study maps/reveals the

transcriptomic of zinc therapy for the treatment of acute SCI with unprecedented

resolution and provides a molecular basis for the clinical application.
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1. Introduction

Spinal cord injury (SCI) is a serious traumatic neurological condition which often results in

permanent partial or complete loss of sensory, motor and neuroautonomic functions [1].

SCI is divided into primary injuries, which usually result from mechanical damage, and

secondary injuries, which are often accompanied by changes in tissue structure and the

development of neuroinflammation[2，3]. SCI not only cause great emotional distress and

inconvenience to the patient but also place a heavy burden on the family[4]. Therefore,

the treatment of SCI is one of the concerns in the field of neuroscience.

Zinc, as a trace element, is often involved in biological behaviours such as proliferation

promotion, anti-ageing, antioxidant and autophagy promotion in the free ionic state in

living organisms[5-9]. When zinc gluconate is ingested by the body, zinc ions are

absorbed into the blood via the stomach and are regulated by different zinc ion transport

proteins[10,11]. In the central system, for example, zinc ions are mainly regulated by the

zinc ion transport proteins Znt3 and ZIP8[10,11]. As zinc ions are involved in the normal

development and daily function of spinal cord tissue, they are essential for the

maintenance of normal physiological function of the central nervous system[12]. In

previous studies, zinc ions were also found to be used in the treatment of SCI[13]. Welling

et al. reported that zinc ion deficiency reduced the function of immune cells in the CNS,

and in a follow-up study, they also found that zinc ions inhibited interleukin (IL)-1β

expression in a dose-dependent manner, suggesting a potential anti-inflammatory effect

of zinc treatment[14,15]. Meanwhile, in our previous study, zinc ions could exert

neuroprotective effects after SCI by increasing the expression of brain-derived

neurotrophic factor and granulocyte colony-stimulating factor, thereby promoting

functional recovery after SCI[5,16]. Although the neuroprotective effects of zinc ions after

SCI have been well demonstrated, the anti-inflammatory effects in the acute phase of SCI

need to be further investigated.

Single-cell sequencing is a technique that allows the function of cells in normal

physiological activities and pathological processes to be explored[17]. This technique has

been used to discover cell types and their developmental trajectories in several organs,

including the kidney and lung[18-20]. Many researchers have also used the technique to
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probe the function of cells in the central nervous system[21-23]. Similarly, to investigate

the neuroprotective effects of zinc therapy and its anti-inflammatory effects in acute spinal

cord injury, we used single-cell sequencing to try to elucidate the molecular mechanisms

of zinc therapy at the cellular level. In this study, we sequenced single-cell RNA from

30,078 cells from 20 mice and mapped the transcriptomic profile with unprecedented

resolution. By unbiased analysis, we annotated 18 cell clusters and 11 cell types,

including microglia, neuronal cells and other common cell populations. Subsequently, we

decoded the heterogeneity and stratification status of microglia after zinc treatment,

further identifying seven clusters of microglia subpopulations and classifying them into five

cell states, including the activated proliferative state (Mki67+) and the remaining four

states (Ms4a7+, Ifit3+, Vegfa+ and Ppia+). Here, we systematically present the

intercellular communication and signalling pathways involved in the environmental

regulation of zinc treatment, particularly between microglia and the rest of the cells. We

then established animal models and measured CD31 expression levels in tissue samples

to reveal that zinc therapy can promote revascularisation at the site of injury, which is a

potential mechanism for functional recovery from spinal cord injury. Thus, the findings of

this study may provide a more comprehensive molecular basis for the clinical application

of zinc ions in the treatment of spinal cord injury.

2. Methods

2.1 Animals

For the experiment, we used 66 (33 male and 33 female) eight-week-old C57BL/6J mice

weighing 20–25 g in accordance with the National Council for Laboratory Animal

Research’s “Guide for the Protection and Use of Laboratory Animals” (1996) and the

“Guide for the Protection and Use of Animals” developed by the Animal Protection and

Use Committee of Jinzhou Medical University. Before the experiment, the mice were

housed at 22–24 °C in 12/12 h day/light cycles, with free access to food and water.

2.2 SCI model and zinc administration

The mice were randomly divided into sham, SCI + vehicle, and SCI + zinc groups. We
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used Allen’s method to build a spinal cord contusion model[24]. Briefly, the mice were first

anaesthetized with isoflurane. After complete anaesthesia, the laminas were removed at

the T9–T10 level without damaging the dura mater. The impactor (Cat#Model III, RWD

Life Sciences, USA; 2-mm diameter, 12.5 g, 20-mm height) was dropped on the T9–T10

spinal cord surface, causing moderate spinal cord contusions. The wound was sutured

and disinfected with iodophor, and the mice were placed at a steady temperature and in a

well-lit environment. The sham group was operated on in the same manner except that it

received a spinal cord contusion. The SCI + zinc group was administered with an

intraperitoneal injection of zinc gluconate (30 mg/kg; Biotopped, Beijing, China) 2 h

postoperatively and again 1 day later at the same dose until day 3. The SCI + vehicle

group was assigned an equal amount of isotonic glucose solution simultaneously as a

control.

2.3 Preparation of single-cell suspensions

Samples from the injured spinal cord on day 1 were isolated and quickly transported to the

research facility. Each sample was subsequently minced on ice to <1 mm cubic pieces,

followed by enzymatic digestion using type 2 collagenase (e.g., Sigma) with manual

shaking every 5 min. Samples were then centrifuged at 300 RCF for 30 s at room

temperature, and the supernatant was removed without disturbing the cell pellet. Next, 1×

of phosphate-buffered saline (calcium- and magnesium-free) containing 0.04% w/v of

bovine serum albumin (BSA; 400 µg/mL) was added and centrifuged at 300 RCF for 5 min.

The cell suspension was then resuspended with 1 mL of erythrocyte lysis buffer and

placed at 4 °C for 10 min. Subsequently, the sample was resuspended with 1 mL of 1×

phosphate-buffered saline containing 0.04% w/v BSA (400 µg/mL) and filtered through a

Scienceware Flowmi 40 µm cell filter. Finally, the cell concentration and viability were

determined using toluidine blue staining and hemocytometry.

2.4 10× Genomics scRNA-seq

To interpret the multiplexed cell barcodes, we used 10× Genomics Cell Ranger software

(version 5.0.0) and mapped the reads to the genome and transcriptome using STAR
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aligner. As required, we down-sampled the sample reads to generate normalized

aggregated data across samples and matrices of gene counts to cells. We used the R

package, with Seurat (version 3.1.1), to process unique molecular identifiers (UMIs) to

count the matrices[25]. We assumed Gaussian distribution of the UMI/gene counts/cell

and used it as a criterion to filter cells with UMI/gene counts exceeding +/- 2 times the

standard deviation of the mean for possible multi-point capture and removal of low-quality

cells. After analyzing the cellular distribution of the mitochondrial gene expression in

proportion to its presentation, we discarded low-quality cells belonging to mitochondrial

genes with a threshold >10%. Simultaneously, we used the DoubletFinder package to

identify potential doublets. Individual cells from the spinal cord were included in

downstream analyses after applying these quality control criteria. We then used the data

normalization function in the Seurat package to normalize the library size and, in turn,

obtain normalized counts. In particular, we normalized the gene expression

measurements of each cell by the total expression using the global scale normalization

method of lognormalizing, multiplied the results by a scale factor (default 10,000), and

log-transformed the results. Macosko et al.’s method to determine the top variable genes

in individual cells was applied[26]. We then used the FindVariableGenes function in the

Seurat package to select the most variable genes and performed graph-based clustering

based on the gene expression profile of the cells using the FindClusters function in the

package. We used the RunTSNE function in the package and the 2D student t-distributed

stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) algorithm for cell visualization. The

FindAllMarkers function (test.use=bimod) in the Seurat package was then used to identify

the marker genes for each cell cluster. For each cell cluster, we identified the markers that

were positive compared to the other cells. Finally, we used the R Package SingleR

algorithm for unbiased cell type identification by scRNA-seq while referring to the

transcriptional dataset “Human Primary Cell Atlas” to infer the cell of origin of each

individual cell and perform cell-type identification[27].

We used the FindMarkers function in Seurat to identify differentially expressed genes. A

p-value < 0.05 and |log2foldchange| > 0.58 were set as differential expression thresholds.

Moreover, we analyzed gene oncology enrichment and KEGG pathway enrichment of
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differentially expressed genes using the hypergeometric distribution of R. Sequencing and

bioinformatics analysis were performed by OE Biotech (Shanghai, China).

2.5 Pseudotime analysis

We used the Monocle2 package to determine the developmental pseudotime of the cells.

First, we used the import CDS function to convert the Seurat object into a CellDataSet

object. We then used the DifferenceGenetest function in the package to sort genes

(p-value < 0.01) and assist in sorting cells on the pseudo-time track. We then used the

reduceDimension position to perform a reduced dimensional clustering analysis and the

default parameters of the orderCells function to perform trajectory inference. Finally, we

used the plot_genes_in_pseudotime function to plot gene expression and track changes

over the pseudo time.

2.6 RNA velocity analysis

We used the Python script velocyto to recalculate the spliced and unspliced reads for the

RNA velocity analysis. py (https://github.com/velocyto-team/velocyto.py) is located in the

output folder of Cell Ranger. We used velocyto. R (v0.6) from the R package to calculate

the RNA velocity values for each gene in each cell, embedded the RNA velocity vector in a

low-dimensional space, and mapped the velocity field on the t-SNE embedding obtained

with Seurat.

2.7 Cell-cell communication analysis

We use CellPhoneDB (v2.0) for scRNA-seq data to identify biologically relevant

ligand-receptor interactions. To identify biologically relevant ligand-receptor interactions in

single-cell transcriptome data (scRNA-seq), we used CellPhoneDB (v2.0). We defined a

ligand or receptor as being expressed in a specific cell type if 10% of the cells of that type

had non-zero reads for the ligand/receptor encoding gene. Statistical significance was

then assessed by randomly shuffling the cluster markers for all the cells and repeating the

aforementioned steps, such that there was an asymmetric zero distribution for each LR in

each paired comparison in both cell types. After running 1,000 permutations, we
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calculated the p-values using the normal curves generated from the interaction scores of

the permuted LR pairs. By linking any two cell types where the ligand is expressed in the

former cell type, and the receptor is expressed in the latter, we defined the intercellular

communication network. We used the R package lgraph and Circlize to visualize the

intercellular communication network.

2.8 Flow cytometry

On post-SCI day 1, we dissected the mice and removed the spinal cord after injury. After

making a single-cell suspension of the injured spinal cord, bovine serum protein (5% BSA)

was added to block non-specific antibody binding, and the cells were then stained for

FACS according to standard procedures. We used flow cytometry (FACSCanto) and

FACS Diva software to analyze the cells, and the results were processed using FlowJo

software(v10.0.7).

2.9 Nissl and hematoxylin and eosin (HE) staining

Briefly, paraffin sections were left to dry at room temperature, and the sections were

dewaxed in xylene. The sections were then removed from xylene and soaked in 100%,

95%, and 70% ethanol for 5 min. The sections were stained, sealed, and observed

according to the kit instructions (Solarbio, Cat#G1434, CN). Staining was performed using

the HE staining kit (Solarbio, Cat#G1120, CN), and dewaxing was performed as

aforementioned.

2.10 Basso-Mouse Scale

The Basso-Mouse Scale was used to assess the functional recovery of mice on days 1, 3,

7, 14, and 28 after SCI. Scores ranged from 0 to 9 (9 being completely normal, and 0

being completely paralyzed). The mice were placed in an open area and allowed to move

freely for 5 min. The mice were scored by observing their range of motion and limb

coordination. Three examiners, who did not know the grouping of the mice, observed and

scored the mice. The experiment was repeated thrice.
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2.11 Data and code availability

The supplementary material provides additional data to support the conclusions of this

paper. All the raw data and processed scRNA-seq files were stored in the GEO database

under the login code GEO:#[pending]

2.12 Statistical Analysis.

RNA sequencing data were analysed in R as described in the Methods section. For the

remainder, we used Graphpad Prism 8(v 8.0.2) for statistical analysis.

3. Results

3.1 Effect of zinc therapy on mice motor function

Our previous study showed that zinc treatment could affect functional recovery in mice

with spinal cord injury[5,16]. Here, we used gait scores, BMS scores, HE staining, and

Nissler staining to verify the effect of zinc again. The gait test showed changes in hind limb

strength after seven days of zinc treatment (Fig 1A), and the BMS score showed a

significant functional recovery in the zinc-treated mice compared to the SCI group from

day 14 onwards (Fig 1B). Histological analysis by Nissler staining and HE staining

indicated that the spinal cord injury after zinc treatment had better integrity and neuronal

activity (Fig 1C, D). These results suggest that zinc treatment can promote functional

recovery in mice with spinal cord injury.

3.2 scRNA-seq results of the cell populations of the spinal cord after SCI and zinc therapy

To generate a comprehensive single-cell atlas of the spinal cord, we isolated 20 spinal

cord samples (10 each in the simple injury and zinc therapy groups) approved for

research purposes. The tissues were dissociated into single cells and subjected to 10×

Genomics platforms for scRNA-seq (Fig. 2A). Following strict quality control (Fig. S1, Fig.

S2), a total of 30,078 cells were selected and divided into two groups: the SCI group,

including an average of 1,990 genes and 14,388 transcripts per cell; and the zinc group,

including an average of 1,252 genes and 15,690 transcripts per cell (Fig. S1A, B). On

unsupervised clustering, we divided all cells into 18 clusters by the student t-distributed
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t-SNE (Fig. 2B). According to the heatmap of the top 10 genes (Fig. 2C), we identified

11 cell types (Fig. 2D) and found the expression identification of each cell type (Fig.

S3A–L). These include monocytes with the typical marker genes CCL17(clusters 12 and

16); T cells with the specific marker genes CD3D, CD3E, CD3G, CD4 and CD8A (cluster

11); neurons with the distinct marker genes GAP43 and MAP2 (cluster 10); endothelial

cells with the typical marker gene EGF17 (cluster 8); oligodendrocytes with the specific

marker genes Olig1 and Olig2 (clusters 6 and 7); and macrophages with the distinct

marker genes F4/80, CD68 and S100a4 (clusters 2 and 9); microglia with specific marker

genes TMEM119, CX3CR1 (clusters 3, 4); neutrophils with specific marker genes CXCR2,

LTB (clusters 1, 5); B cells with specific marker genes CD19, CD79A and CD79B (cluster

13); astrocytes with specific marker genes GFAP and AQP4 (cluster 15) and fibroblasts

with typical marker genes DPEP, MME (clusters 14, 17). The distribution of cell types in

each sample did not differ significantly, suggesting that cell aggregation was caused by

physiological differences rather than variations arising from the technical batch or

individual differences.

3.3 Heterogeneous changes in the injured spinal cord caused by zinc.

Based on the credible single-cell atlas of the spinal cord, we continued to explore the

heterogeneous effects of zinc ion therapy on the spinal cord. We analyzed the changes in

cell clusters in the simple injury and zinc therapy groups by using t-SNE (Fig. 3A). The

difference in the cell clusters between the SCI and zinc groups was obtained utilizing data

visualization (Fig. 3B–D). The results showed significant quantitative differences in

neutrophils, macrophages, and microglia; populations after zinc therapy. In terms of the

number of cells, neutrophils showed chemotactic aggregation (62.31% zinc vs. 37.69%

SCI), with a small increase in the microglia (54.25% zinc vs. 45.75% SCI) and reduction in

macrophages (46.26% zinc vs. 53.74% SCI). Meanwhile, by analyzing the differential

genes between the SCI and zinc groups, we identified 644 genes with differential

properties. Among them, the expression of 487 genes was up-regulated, and 157 genes

were down-regulated in the zinc group compared to the SCI group. Also, after comparing

the zinc and SCI groups, the results of GO and KEGG analysis of TOP30 differential
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genes in the zinc group indicated that zinc treatment is involved in biological inflammatory

processes (Figure 3E, F). This appears to be associated with post-infection signal

transduction pathway activation, such as lysosomal and IL-17 activation. These results

suggest that a daily therapeutic dose of zinc therapy affects not only the number of

chemotactic inflammatory and innate immune cells in the injured spinal cord but also the

immune function in the spinal cord microenvironment.

3.4 Microglia classification based on cell type-specific marker genes.

Based on the already obtained plausible differences in cell clusters between the SCI and

zinc treatment groups, we first focused on the main immune cells involved in the

inflammatory response in the injured spinal cord, i.e. microglia. To further elucidate the

effect of zinc therapy on inflammatory pathological processes in the spinal cord

microenvironment, re-clustered and performed pseudo-temporal trajectory analysis. Again,

further analysis of shared nearest-neighbour clustering of microglia using the single-cell R

Toolkit Seurat yielded seven juxtaposed clusters (M1, 28.67%; M2, 16.74%; M3, 16.27%;

M4, 12.17%; M5, 12.13%; M6, 10.49%; M7, 2.1%; Fig. 4A). We further identified these

subclusters based on the expression levels of cell marker genes and obtained marker

gene heatmaps for each subpopulation (Fig. 4B). Based on the gene heatmap for each

cluster, we clustered the juxtaposed subgroups into five subgroups (Fig. 4C): Clusters 1

and 5 expressed relatively high levels of the proliferation-related gene Mki67, which we

defined as the Mki67+ microglia, and Clusters 2 and 3 expressed relatively high levels of

Ppia and ribosome-related genes, which we defined as the Ppia Microglia. Cluster 4 was

defined as the Vegfa+ microglia. Cluster 6 expressed high levels of lfit2 and Bbc3, which

we defined as the lfit2+ microglia. Cluster7 expressed high-level genes Ms4a7, Cd163,

and Lye1, which we defined as the Ms4a7+ microglia (Fig. 4D).

3.5 Reconstructing the developmental trajectory of microglia in spinal cord tissue after

zinc treatment.

The pseudotime trajectory analysis of the progression of successive cell states in the

microglia showed ordered cells expressing different levels of marker genes in a single
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trajectory (Fig. 5A). The order of pseudo-time cells arranged most glial cells into a major

trajectory with two bifurcations and nine stages (Fig. 5A, S4). The proliferative subcluster

Mki67+ microglia was located towards the origin of the trajectory, which partly served as a

validation for the constructed trajectory. The subcluster Ppia Microglia, which expresses

more ribose genes, serves as the end point of the trajectory (Fig. 5B). Early (Mki67+

microglia) and late (ribosome+ microglia) microglia were located at the end of the

trajectory bifurcation, while the angiogenic phenotype (Vegfa+ microglia) and Ms4a7+

microglia were located at the other branch end of the trajectory (Fig. 5A, B). We examined

the pseudo-temporal dynamics of genes that underwent significant changes in these five

subpopulations of cells and divided their pseudo-temporal expression patterns into three

modules (Fig. 5C).To reshape cellular differentiation in all microglia, we performed the

RNA velocity analysis to deconstruct changes in RNA dynamics and direction of state

transitions and found that Mki67 microglia exhibited lower RNA velocities (short or no

arrows) in the quiescent state. The RNA in the Vegfa and ribosomal microglia was fast and

consistent with the initiation of cell differentiation (Fig. 5D). These results corroborate the

pseudo-time analysis results.

3.6 Protein interaction networks reveal neuronal changes in the immune

microenvironment following zinc treatment.

To further understand the specific effects of the microglia in the immune microenvironment

after zinc therapy, we constructed a cell-cell communication map using intercellular

ligands and receptors (Fig. 6A). By counting the number of ligand-receptor binding sites

(Fig. 6B), we visualized the results obtained using a matrix heatmap (Fig. 6C) and found

that the microglia were closely associated with the macrophages and monocytes,

suggesting that the glial cells were more active under zinc therapy (Fig. 6C). Next, we

performed a specific analysis of the ligand-receptor binding sites of the microglia (Fig. 6D).

Zinc therapy altered the communication between the microglia and other cells. In most

cases, zinc had an antagonistic effect. Tgf-beta1, Csf1, and Sema4d signalling pathways

were significantly decreased, while IL1 and Tnf-a signalling pathways were significantly

increased in the interaction between the macrophages and the microglia (Fig. 6D). These
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results suggest that zinc therapy enhanced the viability of the microglia and significantly

enhanced their interaction with immune cells, such as macrophages and monocytes.

3.7 Identification of a novel VEGFA+ microglia cell type.

Using flow cytometry, we extracted microglial populations and validated gene expression

across subpopulations (Fig. 7A-H). The results of the pseudo-chronological analysis of the

microglia revealed the effect of immune activation produced by zinc on angiogenesis. To

observe the effect of zinc therapy on the reconstitution of blood flow to the injury site after

SCI, we performed immunofluorescence staining for CD31 on the spinal cord from mice

28 days after SCI. The results showed a significant increase in CD31-positive cells in the

SCI + zinc group compared to the SCI group (Fig. S5), suggesting that zinc therapy

significantly increased revascularization and regeneration at the injury site compared to

the SCI group. The results indicate that zinc therapy can promote vascular regeneration at

the injury site by activating the microglia.

4. Discussion

SCI is a serious central nervous system injury disorder[28]. Severe SCI can cause

quadriplegia or even high-level paraplegia, severely affecting a patient's quality of life[29].

SCI include primary and secondary injuries, with primary injuries often occurring within a

few hours and secondary spinal cord injuries often lasting for weeks or even months[30].

The pathophysiology of secondary SCI places particular emphasis on endothelial cell

dysfunction and altered vascular permeability due to ischaemia-reperfusion, which can

lead to a cascade of inflammatory responses, resulting in the activation of astrocytes and

microglia and infiltration of neutrophils and macrophages in the spinal cord tissue[31-34].

These recruited inflammatory cells release an abundance of inflammatory factors and

chemokines, further exacerbating the inflammatory response, resulting in neuronal death

and loss of neurological function in the patient[35-40]. The therapeutic approach to SCI

emphasises individualised and comprehensive treatment, with the key being specific

interventions at different stages of the inflammatory process[41]. Our study showed that

improvement in motor function occurred in mice with SCI after 28 days of treatment with

zinc, suggesting that zinc could be used as a potential treatment for SCI.
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In previous studies, immune cells are involved in functional recovery after SCI, and

microglia also appear to have functions other than immune functions, but the specific

mechanisms involved have not been explored[23,42,43]. Therefore, we focused on

microglia as intrinsic immune cells in the CNS. By performing a shared-neighbourhood

clustering analysis of zinc-treated microglia via the single-cell R toolkit Seurat, we created

seven subclusters of microglia. In annotating the subclusters of microglia with highly

expressed genes, we found that microglia appear to be immunologically heterogeneous.

We then grouped the seven microglia subclusters into five cell subtypes based on specific

highly expressed genes. In parallel, we performed microglia sorting by flow cytometry and

verified the presence of subpopulations.

In contrast to previous knowledge, microglia are no longer classified as purely

anti-inflammatory phenotype M2 and purely pro-inflammatory phenotype M1[33,44-48].

Our proposed time-series analysis shows that Ki67+ microglia have proliferative functions

and may differentiate into other functional microglia, such as Vegfa+ microglia. This

finding suggests that similar to previous reports, microglia may be involved in

microangiogenesis at the site of early spinal cord injury and may also play a

neuroprotective role in the early stages of spinal cord injury[49-52], which may be

enhanced by zinc treatment. Furthermore, in an in vitro model, we observed high

expression of CD31 in tissues at the site of spinal cord injury on day 28 after zinc

treatment, suggesting that zinc could influence angiogenesis by affecting the inflammatory

response in the central nervous system. Using protein-protein interaction networks, we

analysed the association of ligands and receptors with microglia and found that zinc

treatment could affect the 'crosstalk communication' of various cells in the SCI tissue

microenvironment. Firstly, neuronal interactions are very close, which may be related to

the high expression of zinc finger proteins in neuronal cells, allowing for better zinc uptake.

Secondly, microglia are closely associated with peripherally derived chemotactic

neutrophils, macrophages and monocytes, while they are associated with astrocytes and

less so with oligodendrocytes in the nervous system. This phenomenon was not explored

in this study, but we will continue to do so in subsequent studies.

In summary, we describe microglia dynamics and transcriptome profiles in zinc-treated
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SCI by single-cell sequencing techniques. We show that short-term zinc therapy can the

immune microenvironment after SCI, which may be associated with activation of the IL-17

signalling pathway. Meanwhile, long-term zinc therapy promotes postoperative vascular

regeneration in SCI mice, which may be associated with the differentiation of functional

microglia. Thus, our study could serve as a molecular basis for zinc therapy in the

treatment of SCI and may help rationalize the clinical use of zinc in the treatment of SCI.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1: Zinc therapy promotes functional recovery after spinal cord injury (SCI) in mice.

A: Gait analysis of mice at different time periods after SCI (7 dpi, 14 dpi, 28 dpi, N = 6

mice/group) B: Basso-Mouse Scale scores of mice (N = 10mice/group, all the data are

expressed as means ± SD, *p<0.05,**p<0.01, ***p<0.001,****p<0.0001.) after SCI C:

Hematoxylin and eosin staining of the spinal cord tissue in mice (N = 6 mice/group) 28

days after SCI D: Nissl staining of the spinal cord tissue in mice (N = 6 mice/group) 28

days after SCI. Representative mice from each group of conditions were selected for

display.

Figure 2: Single-cell RNA sequencing identifies different cell populations in the spinal cord

tissue following spinal cord injury and zinc therapy.

A: Preliminary results of single-cell RNA sequencing on mice(N=10mice/group); B:

Student t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding for visualization of cells in isolated

mouse spinal cord tissue(adjusted p-value < 0.05); C: Heatmap demonstration of the top

10 genes in the mouse spinal cord tissue(adjusted p-value < 0.05); D: Student

t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding display of the 11 cell types identified(adjusted

p-value<0.05)

Figure 3: Zinc therapy leads to heterogeneous changes in spinal cord tissue after spinal

cord injury.

A: Student t-distribution stochastic neighbor embedding showing the difference in cell
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clusters between the treatment-only and zinc therapy groups(adjusted p-value<0.05); B–D:

Different data visualization methods to examine cell cluster differences between the spinal

cord injury and zinc groups(adjusted p-value<0.05); E: Gene oncology analysis

suggesting that zinc therapy is involved in the inflammatory process; F: KEGG analysis

suggesting that zinc therapy is involved in the inflammatory process

Figure 4: Microglial cell populations based on different marker genes.

A: Nearest-neighbor class analysis of the microglia; B: Heatmap showing marker genes

for various subpopulations of the microglia(adjusted p-value<0.05); C-D: Grouping of

microglia subpopulations.

Figure 5:Reconstructing the developmental trajectory and the pseudotime analysis of

microglia.

A: Monocle2-generated pseudotemporal trajectory of 7 microglia subtypes imported from

Seurat data, coloured by cell-name designation; B: Pseudotime was colored in a gradient

from dark to light red, and the start of pseudotime was indicated; C: Heat map for

clustering the top 50 genes that vary as a function of pseudotime. The 50 genes were

divided into three clusters (cluster 1, cluster 2, and cluster 3), representing the genes at

the beginning stage, the transitory stage, and the end stage of developmental trajectory,

respectively; D: Pseudotime analysis of microglia by using RNA velocity reconstructed the

developmental lineages.

Figure 6: Protein interaction networks reveal neuronal changes in the immune

microenvironment owing to zinc therapy.

A: Communication map among cells(adjusted p-value<0.05); B: Calculation of receptors

and ligands between cells(adjusted p-value<0.05); C: Data visualization of receptor and

ligand calculations between cells(adjusted p-value<0.05); D: Specific analysis of microglia

ligand receptor binding sites(adjusted p-value<0.05)

Figure 7: Identification of microglial cell subpopulations.
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A, B： VEGFA+ and CD163+ microglia subpopulations in the SCI and SCI+ZnG groups

were analyzed and identified using flow cytometry(N=3 mice/group). C: Application of flow

cytometric sorting techniques to identify microglia. D-H: Validation of gene expression in

the microglia using flow cytometry(N=4 mice/group). Representative mice from each

group of conditions were selected for display.*p<0.05,**p<0.01, ***p<0.001,****p<0.0001;

Figure S1: summary of single-cell sequencing results.

A: The SCI group; B: The SCI+ZnG group.

Figure S2: Quality control of single-cell sequencing results.

A: Filter out the normal individual live cells; B: Distribution of mitochondrial gene

transcripts, number of genes and number of UMIs in individual cells in single cells before

quality control; C: Distribution of mitochondrial gene transcripts, number of genes and

number of UMIs in individual cells in single cells after quality control.

Figure S3: Expression markers for each cell type in sequencing results.

A: Astrocyte B: B cell C: Monocytes D: Endothelial cell E: Fibroblast F: Macrophage G:

Microglia H: Neuron I: Neutrophil J: Oligodendrocytes K: T cell

Microglia mimetic time-series analysis revealing differentiation trajectories.

Figure S4:

A: Distribution of microglia of different phenotypes on the differentiation trajectory; B:

Comparison of the differentiation trajectories of microglia in the SCI and SCI+ZnG groups;

C: Comparison between the number of cells in each state of the microglia differentiation

trajectory in the SCI and SCI+ZnG groups.; D: Comparison between the number of cells in

each state of the microglia differentiation trajectory in the SCI and SCI+ZnG groups.

Figure S5:

A: Immunofluorescence staining of the spinal cord tissue from the SCI group (28 dpi). The

green colour shows CD31 expression B: Immunofluorescence staining of the spinal cord
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tissue from the SCI + zinc group(28 dpi). The green colour shows CD31 expression A

representative mice from each group of conditions were selected for

display(N=3mice/group).Scale bar = 100 µm.
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